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vl, 1907-10, v2, 1911-13, v 3, 1914-16, v4, 1917-1919,
v5, 1920-22, v6, 1923-25, v 7, 1926-28, v8, 1929-31, v 9,
1932-34
An excellent monthly supplement to the Nouveau,
Larouise, with the same size and style of page, but with
longer articles and larger illustrations Each monthly
number is alphabetical, there are annual indexes for
each year, to be used until a volume is completed, a
final alphabetical mdo\ for each volume and, for vl-7,
a cumulated index in a separate volume Articles are
well up-to-date and numbers are issued promptly Good
work foi contemporary French biography, obituaries,
portiaits, etc Contains many reviews of new plays,
novels, 01 other hteiary works The issues for 1914-18
contain many aiticlcs on current histoiy of the Euro-
pean war, military art and science, terms, maps of bat-
tles arid campaigns, etc
— Laiousse universe! Directeur, Claude
Auge Le dictionnaire d'apres guerre
Pans, Laiousse, 1921-23 2v il (incl
ports), pi, maps, music, diagis 30cm
compl work, 300 fr (in 1930)	034
A new work, intermediate in size and treatment be-
tween the Nouveau Laroutse, and the Petit Larousse
Contains a large number of very concise articles, profuse
illustrations, and many biogiaplues, including many
contempoiary names not found in the Nouveau La-
rousse Biographical sketches are very brief
German
Brockhaus5 konversations-Iexikon Der
grosse Brockhaus; handbuch des wis-
sens in zwanzig banclen 15 , vollig neu-
bearb aufl Leipzig1, Brockhaus, 1928-34
v 1-20 il, pi (part col), ports, maps,
plans, facsims, tables, diagrs 26cm
M23 40 per vol	033
vl-20, A-Z
1st ed   1796-1808, frequently revised, 14th ed   1892-95
The most recent edition of a standard German ency-
clopedia, earlier editions of which influenced encyclopedia
making in many countries The tenth ed for example,
furnished the model for Chambers'^ encyclopaedia (1860-
66)—some of the articles in Chambers were even direct
translations from Brockhaus—and through Chambers
influenced the International encyclopaedia, the first ed
of which was based on an American reprint of Cham-
bers More distantly Brockhaus influenced the Ameri-
cana also, as Francis Lieber's Encyclopedia Americana
(1829), from which the name and a few of the articles
of the present Encyclopaedia Americana descend, was
based upon and in part translated from the seventh
edition of Brockhaus
The present edition is a revision and complete reset-
ting, the first revision since the fourteenth edition, 1892
Charactciized by short articles, on small subjects, with
profuse illustration including many small illustrations in.
text Aiticlcs die unsigned, Ihcie is some bibliography
 but not long bibliographies, illustrations include good
maps, black and white and colored plates, many por-
traits, facsimiles of autographs, coats-of-arms of cities,
etc Includes biographies of living persons
Brockhaus' klelnes konversations-lexi-
kon Brockhaus' handbuch des wissens
m vier banden 6 ganzl umgearb u
wesentl \erm aufl \on Brockhaus'
Klemem konversations-Iexikon Leip-
zig, Brockhaus, 1921-23 4v il, pi,
ports , maps, music, diagrs , forms 26cm
M18 per vol	033
— Der kleme Brockhaus, handbuch des
wissens in einem band Leipzig, Brock-
haus, 1926 804p il, pi, maps, plans,
diagrs 26cm	033
2 aufl  Neue ausg mit Nachtr  1933  818p   MIS
Herders konversations-Iexikon Der
grosse Herder; nachschlagewerk fur
wissen tmd leben 4, vollig neubearb
aufl von Herders konversations-Iexikon
Freiburg im Br, Herder, 1931-35
v 1-10 il, pi (part col) maps, diagrs
M38 per vol	033
v 1-10, A-Sipo
Meyers konversations-Iexikon Meyers
lexikon 7 aufl in vollstandlg neuer
bearbeitung, mit etwa 5000 textabbil-
dungen und uber 1000 tafeln, karten und
textbeilagen Leipzig, Bibliograph. inst,
1924-35 17v il, pi (part col), ports,
maps, facsims, diagrs 25cm M23-M30
per vol	033
v 1-12, A-Z, v 13-15, Erganzungen, A-Z, v 16, Atlas,
v 17, Ortslexikon
Isted  1840-55
The latest edition of a standard German work, charac-
terized by short unsigned articles on very small subjects
\v ith some bibliographical references but not attempting
to provide long bibliographies Many illustrations, in-
cluding good maps, plates (black and white, and col-
ored) plans of cities, coats-of-arms, etc Includes no
portraits and has somewhat less profuse text-illustration
than the corresponding work of Brockhaus Includes
biographies of living men The 7th edition is much
more concise than the 6th, the longer articles of which
mufat still be used at times
Meyers kleines lexikon 9 ganzhch neu
bearb aufl Leipzig, Bibliograph inst,
1933 4v il, pi (part col), maps, ports,
diagrs 25cm MSO	033
vl-3, A-Z, v4, Atlas

